
some damage control
sketch up > illustrator: 

* "Edge extensions" 
* hidden lines 

* scale problem 
!
The Task: from aesthetic gesture to plan & section?!



"edge extensions" :!
If your sketch up file is looking like this… 
!
!
It is because you have an "Edge style" 
called "extensions switched on. 
Turn it off in SketchUp, and also check it 
is off in the export options…



Hidden lines & layers in 
illustrator:!
Ash has emailed to say he has been 
having to send people away from the 
laser cutter because their Illustrator files 
have too many hidden lines & layers 
When you place a drawing look at the 
object information here 
and see if there are way too many lines. 
In this (exaggerated) example, when I 
exported the drawing from illustrator the 
'camera' was not aligned to the model 
properly. There are hundreds of extra 
lines in this drawing, all of which the 
laser cutter action… I would end up 
with a pile of very small bits of card. 
This can also happen if your model is 
twisted somehow…



… this will also be an issue if you model is a bit messy. 
Here the studs have been extended into the top plate - 
these lines will appear in your .dwg and need painfully 
slow deletion in Illustrator 



… a simple way to solve 
this might be to use the 
"Hidden Line" "Face Style"  
!
but you still might get too 
many unwanted lines 
(and some extra surfaces 
which will also have 
outlines!) if the model is 
messy 
!
always check your 
illustrator layer (& its 
objects) when you place 
the .dwg



… another place where extra lines can 
appear is in the Edge Style/Profiles. 
these also need to be switched off: 
!
* in SketchUp &/or  
* in the export options



Note:!
when you create the view to export do not use 
a "section plane" instead:  
!
* "hide" all the other walls,  
* align the "camera" (options= front, back, left, 

or right) to the wall you do want 
* and export that 
!
(section plane views will also create too many 
unwanted lines)



the scale problem…!
!

SketchUp export is getting buggy:!

People have been finding that SketchUp is not taking scaling instructions for export properly. This appears to be 
a bug - I can't find any logical reason for it do this. It particularly seems to come from when the file type (eg. 
SketchUp 8 is "saved as…" to SketchUp 2013 and vice versa)!

The alternative is to scale the drawing in Illustrator. !

To do this:!

* ignore all SketchUp export options; place the .dwg file without modifying the scale.!

* the height of the wall (2.4m) needs to appearing in Illustrator as 120mm (12cm). Measure whatever height has 
turned up in illustrator in millimeters. Divide 120mm by this measurement. Then multiply the product by 100. 
This gives you a scale % to modify the placed .dwg!

eg. 120mm / 60mm = 2 x 100 = 200% (makes it bigger) or 120mm / 180mm=0.6667 x 100 = 66.7% (makes it 
smaller)!

A problem might come up that you import a .dwg so big you can't see it. If this happens place the .dwg again, 
but place to at a smaller % (eg. 50% or 20%) - Follow the same scale adjustment process as above.!

!
Also on Scale - at 1:20 the 90mm framing  should be 4.5mm (that is, the thickness of your cut model) !

I suggested using "Grey Mount Card" because it is fairly cheap, easy to cut by hand (compared to MDF), and I 
believe it comes in something near to 4.5mm thick.!

It is available from Gordon Harris !

http://www.gordonharris.co.nz/grey-mount-board-c-483_485_488.html!

… but other places most likely have it for less eg. Stationary Warehouse.

http://www.gordonharris.co.nz/grey-mount-board-c-483_485_488.html


the TASK : from aesthetic gesture to plan and section…

home is a cold coffee (that I forgot to drink because I’m working…) in my favourite cup 
compared to a dead spider that shows I need to clean the house : (



… in SketchUp I manipulated the model (hiding some walls, 
changing the style, setting a camera view I wanted)  
!
and exported a .jpg…  
!
actually I just took a screen shot cause I’m lazy (quick key: command 
4, on the keyboard followed by a marquee drag with the mouse…)



… then I played around in photoshop…



I did a really horrid drawing (using a 
blunt pencil! lose 10 points there) 
and took it into photoshop to: 
!
*make sure I could align the plan & 
section (scale shifts & stretching!) - 
gained 10 points! 
!
* delete some errors 
!
* paint in some colours to link objects



plan

section line

section

… hmm this drawing is really 
ugly, but its a start. 
!
I have created some kind of 
tube extension that cuts out 
through the corner of the room 
(through another room in the 
house, but I’ll worry about that 
later!).  
!
Also some kind of round bench 
which might take a new coffee 
machine. 
!
I have also created a bench 
seat in the existing window. 
!
From my collage of the 
'aesthetic gesture', the 
materiality of the tube is thick 
and heavy - perhaps rammed 
earth or rendered plaster? The 
bench is glossier - some kind 
lacquered or enamel surface?


